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Author John Eckhardt has gone yet another step further in equipping the saints to defeat the powers

of darkness in his Deliverance Thesaurus: Demon Hit List. Since identifying and uncovering demons

by name is so important in deliverance, the idea to write a thesaurus is well overdue. Some argue

that we don't need to know the specific names of demons, but names are what we use to identify.

There is power in identification. The more believers can identify the enemy by name, the more

successful they will be in driving the enemy out. The names found in this thesaurus are all subject to

the name of Jesus. Thank God for the name of JESUS, THE NAME ABOVE EVERY NAME!
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this book is a list of spirits that come together. in the scriptures it says that if you leave your vessel

swept and clean the spirits with come back in groups ( paraphrasing) - so this thesaurus is written

by a deliverance minister and the spirits that he found group together. those negative spirits whose

powers should be bound from having affect on your soul and have strong holds you should call out

and you should pray yourself to repentance and speak in the name of jesus them to be loosed. how

do i know these things are true? i am working on the same freedom one spirit at a time... my mother

suffered from chronic fear and stress fear that the worst would happen she would pray in fear and

never believe that it would happen just hope. she got cancer and passed. in this thesaurus one of

the spirits listed under fear is cancer. ther are people who choose to only take bits and pieces of the

bible but that is a spirit as well. spirits are intruders dwelling and causing situations thoughts feelings



illnessess that can either block you from God or from having a fullfilling life. which is y the word says

that he came to set the captives free.but of course pray for guidance. deliverance is painful because

it challenges deep ingrangrained parts about of ourselves that fight to remain hidden and fight to

stay in your home. but GOd is faithful and will guide you to liberty. this is a list of spirits that join

together there still is more information needed.but what ever we loose on earth shall be loosed in

heaven for the Lord says these are the keys to the kingdom so I pray for Gods perfect will to be

done. In Jesus name( please excuse any typo's i stricly rely on spell check which there is none for

this review)

WOW! So I checked out this book, and let me tell you, I've had SEVERE, Agonizing Abdominal pain

for 2 days each month Every time I menstruate for the last 15 years! No amount of medicine

worked, the doctors couldn't explain it, and it landed me in the hospital twice (Once with Kidney

Failure from taking too much medicine)! I casted out the demon for Abdomen (which I never even

knew existed), and now the pain is COMPLETELY GONE, and has Not Returned. I've changed

Nothing in my diet or routine, it was definitely Supernatural. Glad this book was suggested. Really

opens up my perspective because I had No Expectation, and didn't even expect anything to

happen!

This is written as a thesaurus with lists of words. There is only a really brief introduction. You cannot

read it like a book, but flip to a topic. For example if you believe or discover someone has a spirit of

anger, you can flip to that word and discover other demons that may be associated with it. That

doesn't guarantee the person has those as well or that those names are really demons.I bought it

expecting detailed bible verses and explanations of different demons, but discovered it is just lists of

different words.It may be a useful resource to Christians casting out demons (in the deliverance

ministry), however the Holy Spirit can reveal to us the names of demons, while this book only

suggests possible names or related demons that may be affecting an individual. It is not an all

exhaustive or informative book on the subject. Only a useful tool if you're actually involved in casting

out demons.It seems anyone could have written this, simply by placing similiar words together. I am

not sure it it's worth the money I paid for it (I paid $10 for it). If it was cheaper it would be better,

since it's such a thin manual.

ive had this book for years. in spiritual warfare and in intercession this book has helped me

associate and understand different bondages, spirits and attributes of the enemy. this is more of a



guide for a veteran, or at least someone with the understanding of what this actually entails.i

suggest derek prince's "They Shall Expel Demons: What You Need to Know About Demons-Your

Invisible Enemies"for a more in-dept study of a demonology type hit list.

I enjoyed this book so much, just had to buy anothe copy. Many friends wanted to take mine home,

but I opted to just buy one for them for their own personal use. I have found it to be extremeley

helpful especially doing deliverance ministry. God Bless those who reasearch these things and

makes it easier for us to pick up the mantle and proceed aheade.

This is a good read. I think that people need to know that Satan is alive and horribly well in this

world and he uses everything at his disposal to hurt anyone who is not one of his own. This book

reveals some of the ways Satan comes into our lives to hurt us and helps us to be aware of what to

look for so we can prepare for attacks.

This book is good for the new convert or the novice to spiritual deliverance. Apostle Eckhardt is very

gifted in spiritual warfare and deliverance and in my opinion this thesaurus is good reference tool in

a very simplistic approach.Simple TruthSimple Truth Too: Understanding the Bible In Everyday

LifeCatch A Falling Star

This is a very simplistic book. It lists human vices, such as malice or greed, and then several other

words which are the same in meaning. It was more like a vocabulary exercise than anything

specifically to do with demons. The author's premise is that you must know a demon in order to get

rid of it, so he presents one with lists of attributes. Don't expect any names. The entire book is

primarily word lists, along the lines of greed, selfishness, spite, hatred, and so forth. I was

disappointed.
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